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BLOCK  INTRODUCTION  

Dear learners this is the third and final block of the course two of Certificate 

in Persian Language Programme. The block has following six units. 

Unit 13: Conversation between Friends (Telephonic Conversation): The 

main objective of this is to familiarize you with the telephonic conversation, 

which is always brief, to the point and the response is also short. The unit 

contains some common Persian words used during telephonic conversation. 

Unit 14: Conversation between Employer and Employee: In this unit you 

will become familiar with simple conversation in Persian between Employer 

and Employee. 

Unit 15: Conversation between Doctor and Patient: In this conversation 

between Doctor and patient the later is seeking help of the former while in 

pain or down with fever. 

Unit 16: Conversation with Hotel Staff (Telephonic Conversation):  This 

unit is aimed to acquaint you with the nuances of the telephonic conversation 

in Persian with the hotel staff.  

Unit 17: Conversation on Visa and Passport (Telephonic Conversation): 
This unit is aimed to make you aware about the nuances of telephonic 

conversation in Persian while interacting with the staff at an embassy of 

Persian speaking country. 

Unit 18: Conversation between Student and Teacher (Telephonic 

Conversation): The basic objective of this unit is to enable you to have 

acquaintance and understanding of different related Persian words and 

expressions during conversation with a teacher 
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UNIT 13 CONVERSATION BETWEEN 

FRIENDS (TELEPHONIC)   !"#$% &'( 

)#*+,- )"#$% !$ ./012 (Mokaaleme 

Baine Doostaan) 

Structure 

13.0    Objectives 

13.1    Introduction 

13.2    New Words 

13.3   Conversation  

13.0  OBJECTIVES  

The objective is to familiarize you with the telephonic conversation, which is 

always brief, to the point and the response is also short. The words chosen in 

conversation are selective but spontaneous. It gives you an idea with the 

words or speech uttered.  

13.1 INTRODUCTION  

Telephone has become a necessity in life. It has made the speech selective 

because the telephonic conversation is always selective, brief and to the 

point. In this unit 13, you are being familiarized with the telephonic 

conversation which could be on any topic i.e. friendly speech between the 

two friends, reservation of railway booking, a student enquiring his / her 

university / college admission etc. 

13.2  NEW WORDS 

English Transliteration Persian 

Telephone  Tilfun &012  

Number  Shumaareh 34#!5 

Wrong  Eshtebaah 3#6*57 

Mr. so & so  Janaabeaali ."#89:#/; 

Miss / madam  Sarkaar khaanum / 

maadaam 
<=#>4#?@+ /A7-#% 

Telephone 

exchange  
Markaz-e Tilfun 9BC?@% &012 

Thank you  Tashakkur 9@$D2  
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13.3  CONVERSATION  

English Transliteration Persian 

Hello, Salam  Raam Alo , salaam Raam E"7 .A749AF+  

Hello, Salaam Ahmad  Alo salaam Ahmad  E"7 .G!H79AF+ 

Raam: Dear Friend, 

How are you? 
Doust-e aziz! 

Ahwaale Shomaa 

chetore? 

A74 :CIC89J+,-  9K7EH7

L34EMN9#!5 

Ahmad: By the grace 

of God, I am alright. 
Alhamdu lillah, man 

khoobam. 
G!H7 :7OG!P" .<(E>9&%. 

Ahmad: Since long, I 

have not seen you. 
Khalii waqt-e  ke 

Delam braaye 

Shomaa tang 

shudeast 

G!H7 :*Q,9.1'>  9R7@(9<"-9 ?

J+793G59S/29#!5. 

Raam: I also feel the 

same. 
Man ham hamintor 

ehsaas mikunam. 
A74:&% &'!T  9U#VH74EW

.% </?. 

Ahmad: When did 

you come back from 

the travelling? 

Shomaa az 

mosaaferat kai 

bargashteed? 

G!H7 :9.?9X@Y#V%9Z7#!5

LG'*D[@( 

Raam: Two days ago. Du ruz peesh A74 :\']Z,49,-. 

Ahmad: Oh! You 

don’t care for friend. 

Why you didn’t ring 

me? 

Aie bi-marifat, chera 

be man zang 

nazadeed? 

G!H7 :.(9R7 JY@^% .(97@N9 

S=Z9&% LGI-C= 

Raam:  I am unwell, I 

have a sickness, I am 

running with high 

temperature. 

Kasalat daaram, 

mareez shodam wa 

tab daaram. 

A74 :A47-9J"#V? .9AG59_I@%

2̀9, A47-. 

Ahmad: God may 

bless you, if God 

wish; you may get rid 

off sickness. 

Khuda khair 

bekunad, zood rafe 

kasalat mikuni 

inshallah. 

G!H7 :G/$(9@'>97G> .9-,Z

.%9J"#V?9aY4 9./?

b#D=7. 

Ahmad: Excuse me, I 

must not disturb you 

any more, bye. 

Bebakhshid, man 

beesh az in mozahem 

nemishawam, 

Khodaa Haafiz 

!H7G :G'DVc6( .9Z79\'(9&%

&I7 .!=9<H7C% AE5 .97G>

dY#H. 

Raam: By dear friend Khodaa Hafiz, doust-

e aziz. 
A74 :dY#H97G> .CIC89J+,-. 
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UNIT 14 CONVERSATION BETWEEN 

EMPOLYEE AND   EMPLOYER 

#%@Y4#?9,9G/%4#?9&'(9 !"#$% 

(Mokaalme Baine Karmand va 

Karfarma) 

Structure 

14.0 Objectives 

14.1 Introduction 

14.2 Revision  

14.3 New words  

14.4 Conversations 

14.5 Exercise-1 

14.6 Exercise-1 

14.0  OBJECTIVES  

The objective of this unit is to familiarize you with the telephonic 

conversation between Employer and Employee, which is always brief, to the 

point and the response is also short. The words chosen in conversation are 

selective but spontaneous. It gives you an idea with the words or speech 

uttered.  

14.1 INTRODUCTION  

In the following unit 14, you are being familiarized with the telephonic 

conversation which is about any topic between Employer and Employee. 

May be seeking job, driving, or domestic work etc. 

14.2  REVISION  

English Transliteration Persian 

Telephone  Tilfun &012  

Number  Shumaareh 34#!5 

Wrong  Eshtebah #6*573 

Mr. so & so  Janabeaali ."#89:#/; 

Miss / madam  Sarkar khanum / 

madam 
<=#>4#?@+ /A7-#% 

Telephone exchange  Markaz-e Tilfun &0129C?@% 

Thank you  Tashakkur 9@$D2  
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14.3 NEW WORDS  

English Transliteration Persian 

Mr Agh #Qe 

Mrs. Khaanom 9<=#> 

Hello  Alo 9E"e 

Job  Shoghl 9fg5 

Driving  Ranandgi 9.[G/=74 

Driver  Raanande 93G/=74 

Office  Edaare 9347-7 

Driving License  Jawaz-e raanandegi .[G/=749Z7E; 

Salary  Dastmozd/haqooq -C!*+-/hEiH 

To give up  Wel kardan 9B,9)-@?9K 

Service  Khedmat 9J%G> 

Tomorrow  Fardaa 97-@Y 

14.4 CONVERSATION  

English Transliteration Persian 

Mr. I say salaam to 

you 

 

Aaqaa man be Shomaa 
salaam arz mikunam 

9j@89AF+9#!59 (9&%9#Qe

.% </?.  

Please tell me what 

do you want from 

me? 

Befarmaaeed Che kaar 

daarid baa man? 
G'I#%@0( .9 N9GI47-94#?

(9#&%. 

I am looking for a 

job. 
Man baraaye yek shughl 

aamadeam. 
9fg59kI9R7@(9&%

3G%e A7. 

Do you know the 

driving? 
Shomaa raanandegi 

balad hastid? 
9G1(9.[G/=749#!5

LG'*VT 

Yes Sir, I know the 

driving. I used to 

work in an office. 

Bale qurbaan! Man 

raanandgi balad hastam, 

man daryek edaare kaar 

mikardam. 

)#(@Q9.1( .9G1(9.[G/=749&%

<*VT .94#?9347-79kI94-9&%

.% A-@?. 
 

Do you have the 

driving license? 
Braai raanendgi jawaz 

daareed? 
9Z7E;9.[G/=749R7@(

LGI47- 
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Please show it to 

me. 
Lotfan nishan bedaheed. G'TG(9)#D=9l#0M". 

How much were you 

drawing as salary? 
Cheqadar hoqooq 

migerafti? 
9hEiH94GQ9 N

.% L.*Y@[ 

Ten thousand 

toman. 
Dah hezar toman 

migeraftam. 
.%9)#%E247CT93- <*Y@[. 

Why have you given 

up the first job? 
Cherashoghl-e awallin 
raa wel kardeed? 

N9B,9749&'",79fg597@9K

LGI-@? 

My family has come 

to Tehraan from 

Isfehaan. 

Khanwaade-am az 
Esfehaan be Tehraan 
aamadeast. 

3-7E=#> 9 (9)#m0n79Z79A7

J+793G%e9)7@m2. 

The “Paykan” model 

can you drive? 
Maasheen-e Paykan raa 

mitawaanid beraanid? 
9749)#$']9&'5#%

.% 9G'=7E2LG'=7@(  

Yes Sir Bale, janab :#/;9.1(. 

I will pay you 

twelve thousand 

toman per month. 

Man dawazde hazar 

toman maahyane mi-

daham. 

9)#%E2947CT93-Z7,-9&%

.%9 =#'T#% <T-. 

Yes Sir, when 

should I join the 

service, today itself 

or tomorrow? 

Bale Qurbaan , Az kai 

shru bekunam, emrouz 

ya Fardaa 

9)#(@Q9.1( 9.?9Z7

</$(9o,@5 .9#I9Z,@%7

L7-@Y 

Mr. Ali, Please 

show him our car. 
Ali  Maashin-e maaraa 

be aaqaa neshaan 

bedahid. 

9.189#Qe9 (9749#%9&'5#%

G'TG(9)#D=. 

Yes Sir. Bale Qorbaan. )#(@Q9.1(. 

14.5  EXERCISE-1 

Match the following words:  

English Transliteration Persian 

Tomorrow Shoghl 9fg5 

Job Ranandgi .[G/=74  

Office Ranande 93G/=74 

To give up Edaareh 9347-7 

Salary Jawaazeraanandegi 9BZ7E; .[G/=74 

Service dastmozd -C!*+- 

Driving License Welkardan 9)-@?9K, 

Conversation 

Between Employee 

and Employer
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Driver Khedmat 9J%G> 

Driving Farda 97-@Y 

14.6  EXERCISE-2 

Translate the following into Persian:  

English Transliteration Persian 

Mr. I say salaam to you Aaqa man be Shomaa 
salam arz mikonam 

 

Please tell me what do 

you want from me? 
Befarmaaed. Che kaar 
daareed be man? 

 

I am looking for a job. Man baraai yek shughl 
aamde am. 

 

Do you know the 

driving? 
Shomaa raanandegi 

balad hastid? 
 

Yes Sir, I know the 

driving. I used to work 

in an office. 

Bale qorbaan! Man 

raanandgi balad hastam, 

man daar yek edaare kaar 

mi kardam. 

 

Do you have the 

driving license? 
Braai raanendgi jawaz 

daarid? 
 

How much were you 

drawing as salary? 
Cheqadar hoqooq 

migereftid? 
 

Ten thousand toman. Dah hezar toman 

migereftam. 
 

Why have you given up 

the first job? 
Chera shoghl-e awalin 

raa wel kardeed? 
 

My family has come to 

Tehran from Isfahan. 
Khanwaade-am az 

Esfehaan be Tehraan 

aamadeast. 
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UNIT 15 CONVERSATION BETWEEN 

DOCTOR AND PATIENT  !"# $%&'()

 *+,-./0)1  (Mokaalme Baine 

Pezeshk va Mareez)  

Structure 

15.0 Objectives 

15.1 Introduction 

15.2 Revision 

15.3 New words  

15.4 Conversations 

15.5 Exercise -1 

15.6 Exercise -2 

15.0  OBJECTIVES  

The objective is to familiarize you with the telephonic conversation between 

Doctor and Patient, which may be brief, to the point and the response is also 

short. The words chosen in conversation are selective but spontaneous. It 

gives you an idea with the words or speech uttered. 

15.1  INTRODUCTION  

In the following unit, you are being familiarized with the telephonic 

conversation which is between Doctor and penitent. In this conversation 

patient is seeking help of doctor while in pain or down with any Aliment like 

fever etc.  

15.2  REVISION  

English Transliteration Persian 

Mr. Agha  !" 

Mrs. Khaanom #$% & 

Hello  Alo #'(" 

Job  Shaghl #)*+ 

Driving  Raanandegi #,-./%01 

Driver  Raanande #2./%01 

Office  Edaareh #21030 

Driving License  Jawaz-e ranandgi ,-./%01#40'5 
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Salary  dastmozd 367893 

To give up  Wel kardan #:3;<#=> 

Service  Khedmat #?@.& 

Tomorrow  Fardaa #03;A 

15.3 NEW WORDS  

English Transliteration Persian 

Patient  Mareez BC;@  

Doctor  Pezeshk D+6E 

Medicine  Daru >103 

Fever  Tab FG 

Temperature  damaa  @3 

Pressure  Feshaar 1 HA 

Blood pressure  Feshaar -e  khoon #I1 HA :'& 

To guess  Hadszadan :34#J.K 

Hours  Sa’at ?L 9 

Minute  Daghighe MNO!3 

Health Salamat, behdasht #?@P9 /?+0.QR 

Cure  Mo’aaleje MS( T@ 

15.4  CONVERSATIONS  

English Transliteration Persian 

Patient: Greeting ; 

Doctor 
Salam  Aaqaa -ye 

doctor  
BC;@ :;8<3#U !"#VP9  

Doctor: Greeting, Dear  Salam! Aaqaa-ye 

aziz 
;8<3 :P9 !"#VU #6C6L  

Patient: Doctor, for last 

two days I am running 

temperature 

Du ruz ast ke tab 

daaram. Janab –e 

Aaqa-ye doktor 

BC;@ :#M<#?90#4>1#>3

GF V103 .;8<3# !"#W /5  

Doctor: How much is 

the temperature? Have 

you put on the 

thermometer? 

Tabat chande? 

Aayaa Shomaa 

daraje gozashteed? 

;8<3 :?XG # 7+# C"#Y2./Z

Y.O8+0[-#M513 

Patient: No, but I guess 

it is 99 or 100 
Nakhair; wali hads 

mizanam ke 99 yaa 

100 baashad. 

BC;@ :;O\% .#J.K#,(>

,@ #M<#$%499 # C100 
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 .+ R.  

Doctor: Do not worry; I 

will give you a 

medicine. 

Naaraahat na-

baasheed. Man 

daaru midaham. 

;8<3 :.O+ X%#?K01 % .#]@

,@#>103 $^3.  

Patient: Doctor; don’t 

you give me an 

injection? 

Aaqa doctor; aayaa 

be bande aampool 

nami-zanid? 

BC;@ :;8<3 .#2./R#MR# C"

='_@" ,7% Y.O%4  

Doctor: Are you 

coughing? 
Aayaa surfe ham 

mikuneed? 
;8<3 :#$^#MA;9# C"

,@ Y.O/<  

Patient: No, not at all. Nakhair, aslant 

surfe name kunam. 
BC;@ :#P`0MA;9 

,7% $/<.  

Doctor: Then you will 

be alright in one or two 

days. 

Dar yek yaa do ruz 
haal-e Shomaa 
khoob mishawad. 

;8<3 :#4>1#>3# C#DC#13

#= K,@#W'&# 7+ 3'+.  

Patient: Doctor, how 

much I have to pay for 

examining me and the 

medicine? 

Aaqaa-ye dokotor, 

cheghadr braaye 
moayene wa daaru 

baayad 

bepardaazam? 

BC;@ :;8<3# !" .#1.NZ

#.C R#>103##>#M/C T@#U0;R

YV403;_R 

Doctor: Sine you are a 

student, I will not 

charge for examining 

you. For medicine, pay 

only rupees ten. 

Shomaa daaneshju 
hastid. Az Shomaa 

braai moayene 

Hich nemigiram. 

albatte braai daaru 
mablaghe dahrupay 

be-pardaazid. 

;8<3 :# 7+.O8a^#'SH%03 .

#bO^#M/C T@#U0;R# 7+#40

,7% V;O- .>103#U0;R#M8X(0 

.C403;_R#MOE>1#23#cdX@.  

Doctor: Take this 

medicine three times a 

day, after every four 

hours and come 

tomorrow. 

Dar ruz se martabe 
bad az chehaar 
saaet daaru 
bekhurid wa 

Fardaa peesh-e 

man beyaaeed. 

;8<3 :#MXG;@#M9#4>1#13

#>103#?L 9#1 QZ#40#.TR

;A#>#.C1'\R#]@#eOE#03

 OR.OC.  

15.5  EXERCISE-1 

Write the meaning of the following words and use them in sentences:  

English words Persian meaning Sentences 

Patient    

Doctor    

Medicine    

Fever    

Temperature    

Conversation 

Between Doctor 

and Patient
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Pressure    

Blood pressure    

To guess    

Hours    

Minute    

Health   

Cure    

15.6  EXERCISE-2 

Translate the following into English:  

English Persian 

 BC;@ :;8<3# !"#VP9  

 ;8<3 : !"#VP9U 6C6L  

 BC;@ :M<#?90#4>1#>3 #FGV103 .#W /5

;8<3# !" 

 ;8<3 :Y.O8+0[-#M513# 7+# C"#Y2./Z#FG  

 BC;@ :;O\% .#,(>,@#J.K #M<#$%499 

# C100  .+ R.  

 ;8<3 :.O+ X%#?K01# % .,@#>103#]@ $^3.  

 BC;@ :;8<3 .,7%#M( @0#2./R#MR# C" Y.O%4  

 ;8<3 :,@#$^#MA;9# C" Y.O/<  

 BC;@ :#fP`0 ,7%#MA;` $/<.  

 ;8<3 :#W'&# 7+#= K#4>1#>3# C#DC#13

,@ 3'+.  

 BC;@ :;8<3# !" .#>#,91;R#U0;R#./Z

MR#>103 YV403;E  
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UNIT 16 CONVERSATION WITH HOTEL 

STAFF (TELEP ONIC 

CONVERSATIONS) # R#'g8h-#: /<1 <

)8^   (Goftagu Baa Kaarkoan-e Hotl) 

Structure 

16.0 Objectives  

16.1 Introduction  

16.2 Revision 

16.3 New Words 

16.4 Conversation  

16.5 Exercise-1 

16.6 Exercise-2 

16.7 Exercise-3 

16.0 OBJECTIVES 

The Unit is aimed to acquaint you about the nuances of the telephonic 

conversation in Persian with the hotel staff. Besides this, the basic objective 

is to enable you to have acquaintance and understanding of different related 

Persian words and expressions.  

16.1 INTRODUCTION 

The students are expected to know the desired words and expressions 

regarding hotel and interaction with its staff for reservation of rooms, food, 

and facilities available or in need, which is required frequently for a visitor. 

In this unit you will learn the Persian words and expressions which are 

commonly and frequently used for this purpose.  

16.2  REVISION  

English Transliteration Persian 

Patient  Mareez BC;@  

Doctor  Pezeshk D+6E 

Medicine  Daru 03>1 

Fever  Tab FG 

Temperature   taab i10;K 

Pressure  Feshaar 1 HA 
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Blood pressure  Feshaar -e  khoon :'&#1 HA 

To guess  Hads zadan :34#J.K 

Hours  Sa’at ?L 9 

Minute  Daghighe MNO!3 

Health Salamat, behdasht #?@P9 /?+0.QR 

Cure  Mo’aalje Md5 T@ 

16.3 NEW WORDS 

English words Transliteration Persian words 

Dining room Salune ghaza khori U1'&#0[j#]( 9 

Reception Peziresh k;C[E 

Toilet Toilet / dast-shuyee ,C'+#?93 

Female zan :4 

Male mard 3;@ 

Flush Sifun :'hO9 

Checking out Tehwil dadane otagh :303#)C'lG m n0  

Mosquito coil Magas-kosh og@ e<  

Clean Tameez 6O7G 

Lift Aasaansor 1'a% 9" 

Lock Ghofl )h! 

Key Kelid .Od< 

To wake up Bidaar kardan :3;<10.OR 

Sheets Malaafe MAP@ 

To change Awaz kardan p'L:3;< 

Blanket Patu '8E 

Double bed Do-takhte M8\G#>3 

Two beds Do-khabe MR0'&#>3 

Single room Otaghe taki ,qG#m G0 

Shared room Otaghe-moshtarak r;8H@#m G0 

Shower Doosh k>3 

Credit card Carte-e’tebari #i1 <0U1 X8L  

Discount Takhfif sOh\G 
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16.4  CONVERSATIONS 

Translation Transliteration Persian 

Iraj: hello, good 

morning, is it hotel 

Tehran? 

Iraj: alo, sob’h 

bakhair, aayaa in 

hotel tahran hast?  

t;C0 :'(0 .;O\R#uX` .# C"

Y?90#:0;QG#)8^#]C0 

Receptionist: bale, its 

Hotel Tehran 
Bale, hotel Tehran 

has 
;-;C[E :,dR .#:0;QG#)8^

?90.  

Iraj: o, great Iraj: Che khub, 

khaste na-baashi 
t;C0 :MR'&#MZ .#M8a&

,+ X%.  

Receptionist: it’s my 

Pleasure. May I help 

you 

 Merci, Salamat 

bashi. Lotfan be 

farmayeed. 

;-;C[E :,9;@ .#?@P9

,+ R ..C @;hR#f hv(.  

Iraj: I am looking for 

an economic, clean 

hotel  

Iraj: Man dumbal -e  

yek hotal-e  arzun o 

tamiz am 

t;C0 :DC#= X%3#]@ #)8^

#>#:>410V6O7G.  

Receptionist: Don’t 

worry. 
Negaraan na-bash ;-;C[E :;g%0k X%#:.  

Iraj: excuse me, 

where is the hotel 

located? 

Iraj: Bebakhshid, 

hotel -e  Shomaa 

koja-has? 

t;C0 :.OH\XR .# 7+#)8^

Y?a^# S< 

Receptionist: our 

hotel is located near 

the airport. 

Hotal -e  ma nazdik 

-e  forood-gaah has 
;-;C[E :#DC36%# @#)G'^

?a^#2 -3>;A.  

Iraj: Could you 

please tell me the 

exact address. 

Iraj: Lotfan begid ke 

aadrese daghigh 

chiye 

t;C0 :#J13"#M<.OgR#f hv(

YMOZ#wO!3 

Please note down: 

Tehran, block-7, Ibne 

Sina street, near 

Inghalab square, 

Hotel Tehran 

Lotfan yaad-dasht 

farayed. Tehran; 

plack-7, khiaabaan –

e- Ibne Sinaa, 

maidaan -e  

Inghelaab, Hotel 

Tehraan 

;C[E+;g :#?+033 C#f hv(

;A@C O. .:0;QG .#rPE7 .

O& R  /O9#]R0#: ..O@0#:

%0WPN .:0;QG#)8^.  

Iraj: Kindly book a 

room for me. 
Iraj: Lotfan yek 

otaagh baraayem 

reserve konid. 

t;C0 :C#f hv(D #m n0

.O/<#>141#$C0;R.  

Receptionist:  Baraye Chand ruz? ;-;C[E :Y4>1#./Z#U0;R  

Iraj: For a week, and 

I will be arriving on 

Monday at 10 am.  

Iraj: baraaye yek 

hafte, wa man ruze 

du-Shanbe saate 

dahe sub’h mirasam. 

t;C0 :DC#U0;R M8h^ .#>

#23#?L 9#MX/+>3#4>1#]@

,@#uX` $91. 

Receptionist: Don’t 

worry, we will send 

taxi to receive you at 

the airport. 

Nigran nabashid, ma 

sar -e  waght taxi be 

foroodgaah baraye 

tan miferestim.  

;-;C[E :.O+ X%#:0;g% .# @

 #MR#,a< G#?!>#;9

U0;R#2 -3>;A #: G

Conversation with 

Hotel Staff 
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,@ $O89;A. 

Iraj: thank you very 

much. 
Iraj: kheily 

mamnoon, daste tan 

dard na kune. 

t;C0 ::'/7@#,dO& .

?93 M/q%#313#: G.  

Receptionist: My 

pleasure, see you on 

Monday. 

Wazifa-ye ma has, 

montazire didar ruz 

du-Shanbe. 

;-;C[E :hOx>y ?a^# @ .

#10.C3#;z8/@#13#4>1

MX/+>3.  

16.5  EXERCISE-1 

English Transliteration Persian 

 Where is this place? injaa koja hast?  Y?a^# S<# S/C0  

This is near the 

airport. 
injaa nazdik-e 

forudgaah ast. 
36%# S/C0DC #2 -3>;A

0?9.  

Could you write 

down the address. 
 mishe aaddres ro 

benawisi? 
Y,aC'/R#>1#J13"#MHO@ 

Ok. please chashm, befarmaayin $HZ .]C @;hR.  

 Do you have any 

room avAliable? 
Otaaghe khaali 

daarin? 
 Y]C103#,( &#m G0  

Yes, but for how 

many nights? 
bale, ammaa baraaye 

chand shab? 
,dR .YF+#./Z#U0;R# @0  

 Is there hot water all 

day? 
Aabe garm hamishe 

hast? 
 Y?a^#MHO7^#V;-#W"  

Yes Sir. Bale janaabe-aali ,dR .,( L#W /5.  

16.6  EXERCISE-2 

Match the following:  

Hot water sOh\G 

Airport  eC;C[E 

Shower  :'hO9 

Discount V;-#W" 

Single room ,+ X%#:0;g% 

Flush  k>3 

Sheets 2 -3>;A 

Don’t worry {R;@ 

Square ,qG#m G0 

Reception  MAP@ 
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16.7  EXERCISE-3 

Translate in to English:  

Transliteration Persian English 

Otagh’haye arzaan-tari 

ham hast? 
m n0 U ̂ 410:0 #$̂ #U;G^Y?a   

Man mitawanam ba 

karte etabari-ye 

khudam bepardazam? 

,@#]@ #i1 <# R#$%0'G

YV403;_R#V3'&#U1 X8L0 

 

Man ye otaghe du-

takhte mikhaam. 
#M8\G>3#m G0#DC#]@

,@ V0'&.  

 

Aayaa baraaye 

daanishju-haa takhfifi 

has? 

#sOh\G# ^'SH%03#U0;R# C"

Y?a^ 

 

Lotfan mara saa’te 

shesh bidaar konid. 
#10.OR#eO+#?L 9#0;@#f hv(

.O/<.  

 

Aan kheily por sar-o-

sedaa hast 
#|E#,dO&#:"#0.`#>#;9#;

?a^.  

 

Otaagh niyaaz be 

tamiz kardan daarad. 
#:3;<6O7G#MR#4 O%#m n0

3103.  

 

 

Conversation with 
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UNIT 17 CONVERSATION ON VISA AND 

PASSPORT (TELEPHONIC 

CONVERSATION)                  
M@ %1[-#>#.C30>1 #M7( q@31'@13  

(Mokaalme Dar Morid-E 

Rawaadeed-O-Gozarnaame)             

Structure 

17.0 Objectives 

17.1 Introduction 

17.2 Revision 

17.3 New Words 

17.4 Conversation  

17.5 Exercise 1 

17.6 Exercise 2 

17.7 Exercise 3 

17.8 Exercise 4 

17.0 OBJECTIVES 

The Unit is aimed to make you aware about the nuances of telephonic 

conversation in Persian cultural tradition of the land while interacting with 

the staff at an embassy for visa to visit the country. Besides this, the basic 

objective is to enable you to have acquaintance and understanding of 

different related Persian words and expressions.  

17.1 INTRODUCTION 

Today, when the world is said have turned into a ‘global village’ and 

travelling to different countries has become very easy, it is essential to know 

about visa and passport related matters which are required to travel any 

foreign country. The students are thus expected to know the desired words 

and expressions regarding visa and passport. In this unit you will learn the 

Persian words and expressions which are commonly and frequently used for 

this purpose.  

17.2 REVISION 

Let us start with a quick revision of some Persian words you have learnt in 

the previous unit. Read the following Persian words loudly:  

 

English words Transliteration Persian words 

Dining room Salune ghaza khori U1'&0[j#]( 9 
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Reception Peziresh eC;C[E 

Toilet Toilet / dast-shuyee '+#?93,C  

Female zan :4 

Male mard 3;@ 

Flush Sifun :'hO9 

Checking out Tahwil daadane 

otaagh 
m n0#:303#)C'lG 

Mosquito coil Magas-kosh og@ e<  

Clean Tameez 6O7G 

Lift Aasaansor 1'a% 9" 

Lock Ghofl )h! 

Key Kelid .Od< 

To wake up Bidaar kardan :3;<10.OR 

Sheets Malaafe #}@MAP  

To change Ewaz kardan :3;<#p'L 

Blanket Patu '8E 

Double bed Do-takhte M8\G#>3 

Two beds Do-khabe MR0'&#>3 

Single room Otaghe taki ,qG#m G0 

Shared room Otaghe-moshtarak r;8H@#m G0 

Shower Doosh k>3 

Credit card Carte-e’tebaari U1 X8L0#i1 < 

Discount Takhfif sOh\G 

17.3 NEW WORDS 

In this unit you will learn new related Persian words:  

Meanings Transliteration Persian words 

Passport   Gozarname  M@ %1[-  

Visa rawadeed .C30>1 

Student visa rawadeede tehsili ,dO~lG#.C30>1 

Date of birth tarikh -e  tawallod .('G#�C1 G 

Place of birth mahalle tawallod .('G#)l@ 

Sex (gender) jensiyet #?Oa/5 

Conversation on 

Visa and Passport
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Nationality taabeyiat G?OTR  

Passport number Shomaara -e  

gozarname 
1 7+� M@ %1[- 

Date of issue tarikh -e  sodoor 1>.`#�C1 G 

Expiry date taarikh -e  inqezaa / 

enghezaa 
 �N%0#�C1 G 

Duration of stay  moddat -e  eghaamat ?@ !0#i.@ 

Last entry aakhareen Woroud 3>1>#]C;&" 

Address  Neshani  ,% H% 

Business tejaarat #i1 SG 

Trade fair namayeshgaah -e  

bazargani 
,% -14 R#2 gHC 7% 

Tour gardesh k3;- 

Tourist  jahaangard 3;g% Q5 

Flight parwaaz 40>;E 

17.4 CONVERSATION 

This section is designed to make you aware of the conversation which may be 

required for the purpose:  

English Transliteration Persian 

Ali: Hello  Salaam  ,dL :#VP9 

Embassy staff: 

Hello  
Salaam  i1 h9#: /<1 < :VP9 

Ali: How are you 

sir? 
Haale shomaa chetore? ,dL: # 7+#= KY21'vZ 

Embassy staff: I am 

fine. Thank you. 
Khub-am, 

motashakker-am. 

Shomaa chetori? 

 

i1 h9#: /<1 < :$R'& .

V;qH8@ .YU1'vZ# 7+ 

Ali: Thanks to 

almighty. I am also 

fine  

Khodaa ro shokr. Man 

ham khubam. 

 

,dL :;q+#01#0.& .#$^#]@

$R'&. 

Ali: Excuse me; can 

you please give me 

a visa form? 

Be-baksheed ,Lotfan 

yek darkhaaste rawadid 

bedahid. 

,dL :.OH\XR .#DC#f hv(

Y.O^.R#.C30>1#?90'&13 

Embassy staff: O 

sure 
Chashm  i1 h9#: /<1 < :$HZ! 

Ali: Thanks. So 

kind of you. 
Mamnoon. Dast -e  

Shomaa dard na-kone 
,dL ::'/7@ .# 7+#?93

M/q%#313 
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Embassy staff: Its 

my pleasure  
Khwahish mikonam / 

sar -e  Shomaa dard 

na-kone 

i1 h9#: /<1 < :#e^0'&

,@ #$/< /#313# 7+#;9

M/q%. 

Ali: What is 

required along with 

this?  

che chiz bayed ba in 

form ezaafe beshe. 
,dL :#MZ6OZ #]C0# R#.C R

#V;AMA �0 YMHR 

Embassy staff: Two 

new photos and the 

passport. 

Do akse taze wa 

gozarname. 
i1 h9#: /<1 < :#>3

M@ %1[-#>#24 G#oqL 

Ali: Ok, and what is 

visa fee? 
Khube, wa hazina -e  

rawaadeed chande? 
,dL :W'& .#M/C6^#>

Y2./Z#.C30>1 

Embassy staff: 

Three thousand 

rupees only. 

Se Hezaar rupiye 

faghat. 
9#: /<1 <i1 h :#106^#M9

�NA#MOE>1. 

Ali: Kindly have 

this form, passport, 

photos and the fee 

lotfan in form o 

gozarname ba akse 

bande  Hazina -e  

rawadeed pepezirid. 

,dL :]C0#f hv( #V;A#>

#2./R#oqL# R#M@ %1[-

.C;C[_R#.C30>1#M/C6^. 

Embassy staff: Ok 

kindly wait for 

sometime. 

Baashe. Lotfan hozur 

daashte baasheed. 
i1 h9#: /<1 < :M+ R .

.O+ R#M8+03#1'�K#f hv(. 

Ali: Excuse me, 

how much I have to 

wait? 

Bebakhshin, cheghadar 

waght migire? / baayed 

Montazer baasham? 

,dL :.OH\XR .MZ#1.!

,@#?!> #Y2;O- /#.C R

Y$+ R#;z8/@  

Embassy staff: Do 

not worry, about an 

hour only. 

Negrun nabashin, dar 

hodude ye sa’at, 

faghat. 

 

i1 h9#: /<1 < :#:>;g%

.O+ X% .#DC#3>.K#13

�NA#?L 9. 

Embassy staff: Mr. 

Ali please comes. 
Aghaye Ali, Lotfan 

tashrif beawarid. 
i1 h9#: /<1 < :,dL#U !" .

> OR#sC;HG#f hv(.C1. 

Ali: ok Chashm  ,dL :$HZ. 

Embassy staff: How 

long you want to 

stay in Iran? 

Shomaa chand ruz 

mikhwahi dar Iran 

bemuni? 

i1 h9#: /<1 < :#4>1#./Z# 7+

,@ Y,%'7R#:0;C0#13#, 0̂'& 

Ali: One month Yek maah  ,dL :#2 @#DC 

Embassy staff: Ok. 

Please have your 

passport and the 

visa. 

Khoob. Lotfan 

gozarname o rawadeed 

Khod ro dashte 

basheed. 

i1 h9#: /<1 < :W'& .#f hv(

#M8+03#>1#3'&#.C30>1>#M@ %1[-

.O+ R. 

Ali: Thank you very 

much Sir. 
Kheily mamnoon 

janabe aali. 
,dL :,( L#W /5#:'/7@#,dO&. 

Embassy staff: 

 It’s my 

pleasure. 

Khaahesh mikonam. i1 h9#: /<1 < :#e 0̂'&

,@ $/<. 

Conversation on 

Visa and Passport
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Embassy staff: Bye  Khodaa negahdar. i1 h9#: /<1 < :10.Qg%#0.&. 

17.5 EXERCISE-1 

English Transliteration Persian 

Where is the bus 

terminal? 
Terminaal kojaa-st? = /O@;G Y?90# S<. 

Where is the bus 

stop?   
Istgaah -e  otubus kojaa-

st? 
Y?90# S<#J'R'G0#2 g8aC0. 

Where is the city 

centre?  
Markaz -e  shah’r kojaa-

st? 
Y?90# S<#;Q+#6<;@. 

Where is the railway 

train station? 
Istgah -e  ghataar kojaa-

st? 
Y?90# S<#1 v!#2 g8aC0 

Excuse me, could 

you help me please? 
Bebakhshin, mishe lotfan 

be man komak konin? 
.OH\XR .,@ #MR#f hv(#M+

Y]O/<#D7<#]@ 

How do I get to the 

market?  
Chetor mitunam be 

baazaar beram. 
,@#1'vZ #104 R#MR#$%'G

V;R. 

Is it nearby? 

   
Ayaa azin ja nazdike? #Y#MqC36%# S/C0#40# C" 

Is it far from here?

   
Ayaa azin ja dure? Y21>3# S/C0#40# C" 

Where are we now? Ma ala’an kojaa-eem? $C S<#:�"# @. 

Can I walk there?

  
Mi tunam piyaade be 

unjaa beram? 
,@ # S%>0#MR#23 OE#$%'G

YV;R 

Can you show me 

the place on the 

map? 

Mi she tu naghshe unjaa 

ro neshun bedin? 
,@#>1# S%>0#MHN%#'G#M+

Y]C.R#: H% 

17.6 EXERCISE-2 

English Transliteration Persian 

What time the 

airplane leaves? 
Che sa’at hawaapaimaa 

harkat mikone? 
#?<;K# 7OE0' #̂?L 9#MZ

,@ YM/< 

What time the 

airplane arrives? 
Che sa’at hawaapaimaa 

mirase? 
^#?L 9#MZ# 7OE0'

,@ YM91 

What time the 

boat leaves? 
Che sa’at qaayeq 

harkat mikone? 
 !#?L 9#MZwC #?<;K

,@ YM/< 

What time the bus 

leaves?  
Che sa’at otubus harkat 

mikone? 
#?<;K#J'R'G0#?L 9#MZ

,@ M/< 

How far is the Sar -e  cheragh che- 9#1>3#1.!#MZ#�0;Z#;
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street light?  ghadar dur ast? Y?90 

Is it towards right 

or left?  
Aayaa aan taraf -e  rast 

ast ya chap? 
# C""#?901#�;n#:#?90Y�Z# C 

Where can I buy a 

ticket?  
Koja mitunam belit 

bekharam? 
,@# S< YV;\R#�OdR#$%'G 

Do I need to book 

a room? 
Ayaa laazem as ke ye 

otaagh reserve konam? 
#m n0#DC#M<#?90#V4�# C"

Y$/<#>141  

Yes, you need to 

book a room? 
Bale, lazem-e yek 

otaagh reserve koni. 
M@4�#,dR #>141#m G0#DC

,/<. 

17.7 EXERCISE-3 

Match the following words:  

English  Transliteration 

Where is the bus terminal?  Istgah -e  ghataar koja-st? 

Where is the bus stop?   Markaz -e  shah’r koja-st? 

Where is the city centre?   Istgah -e  otubus koja-st? 

Where is the railway / train 

station? 
 Terminaal koja-st? 

What time the airplane leaves?  Che sa’at ghayegh harkat 

mikone? 

What time the airplane arrives?  Che sa’at hawapaima harkat 

mikone? 

What time the boat leaves?  Che sa’at hawapaima mirase? 

17.8 EXERCISE-4 

Match the following:  

English  Transliteration  

Airplane chap 

Boat belit 

Bus reserve kardan 

Street light tabghe 

Left  otubus 

Ticket  Sar -e  cheragh 

To book  hawapaima  

Floor   ghayegh 
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UNIT 18 CONVERSATION BETWEEN 

STUDENT AND   TEACHER 

(TELEPHONIC CONVERSATIONS) 

#]OR#M7( q@H%03: C'S $dT@#>  
(Mokaalme Baine Daanishjuyaan va 

Mo’allim) 

Structure 

18.0 Objectives  

18.1 Introduction  

18.3 New Words 

18.4 Conversation  

18.5 Exercise-1 

18.6 Exercise-2 

18.7 Exercise-3 

18.0 OBJECTIVES 

This Unit is aimed to acquaint you about the delicacies and nuance of the 

telephonic conversation in Persian between students and teacher. Besides 

this, the basic objective is to enable you to have acquaintance and 

understanding of different related Persian words and expressions while in 

conversation with teacher.  

18.1 INTRODUCTION 

Generally, students within and outside the class happen to interact with 

teachers and therefore this unit is designed for them to know the desired 

words and expressions regarding the academic interaction or for the sake of 

general guidance required frequently. In this unit you will learn the Persian 

words and expressions which are commonly and frequently used for this 

purpose.  

18.3  NEW WORDS  

English words Transliteration Persian words 

Culture Farhang �/^;A 

Artist Honarmand ./@;/^ 

Scientist Daneshmand ./7H%03 

Teacher Mo’allim #$dT@ 

Writer Newisande 2./aC'% 
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Arts / humanities Olume ensani ,% a%0#V'dL 

Biography Sharhe haal = K#�;+ 

Contemporary 

literature 
Adabiate mo’asir ;` T@#i OR30 

Novel Roman : @1 

Fiction Dastane takhay’yoli ,dO\G#: 8903 

Poetry She’r ;T+ 

Short stories  Dastane kutah 2 G'<#: 8903 

Travel writing / 

travelogue  
Safarname M@ %;h9 

Astronomy Setare shenasi ,9 /+#21 89 

Social issues Masa’ele ejtemayee Md�a@ ,L 7850  

International 

affairs 
Masayele bainul-

melali 
]OR#)C a@,dd7(0 

Social welfare Refahe ejtemayee ,L 7850#2 A1 

Elections Entekhabat i R \8%0 

Racism Nezhad parasti ,89;E30�% 

Human rights Hoghughe basher ;HR#m'NK 

Laziness Tambali ,dX7G 

Marvelous  Aali ,( L 

Monastery Khaanqah 2 N% & 

Indirect Ghaire mostaghim #$ON8a@;Oj 

18.4  CONVERSATIONS 

Translation Transliteration Persian 

Iraj: Hello Sir, good 

morning, sorry for 

bothering you at this 

hour.  

Iraj: alo ostaad, sob’h 

bekhair, bebakhshin 

mozaahem shodam?  

t;C0 :3 890#'(0 .#uX`

;O\R .@#.OH\XR$K06 

YV.+ 

Teacher: It’s fine. Go 

ahead. 
Ostaad: Eshkali 

nadaare, befarmaayin 
3 890 := q+0 210.% .

]C @;hR.  

Iraj: I am grateful Sir; I 

again apologize for 

bothering you.  

Iraj: Kheily 

mamnoon ostaad, 

mojaddedan ozr-

khahi mikonam ke 

mozahem shodam. 

t;C0 :#:'/7@#,dO&

3 890 .#1[L#03.S@

,@ ,@#,^0'& #M<#$/<

V.+#$^ z@.  

Teacher: it’s absolutely 

fine. Please go ahead. 

Ostaad: Raahat baash. 

Bego, moshkeli 
03 89 :k R#?K01 .

Conversation 

Between Student 

and Teacher
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Do you have some 

work? 
daari? 'gR .,dqH@ YU103  

Iraj: I am in need to 

ask some points about 

your lecture. Can I 

meet you tomorrow 

Sir? 

Iraj: Ostaad man dar 

murede darse janabe 

aali sowaal daaram. 

aayaa mitunam frdaa 

dar hozure Shomaa 

byaay-am? 

t;C0 :#13#]@#3 890

#,( L#W /5#J13#31'@

V103#=0'9 .,@# C" #$%'G

# 7+#1'�K#13#03;A

Y$C OR 

Teacher: Well. Let me 

see my program, 

please hold on. 

Ostaad: Bashe, ye 

lahze sabr kon, 

barnameye Fardaa ro 

bebinam.  

3 890 :M+ R .#M�l(#MC

]<#;X` .#03;A#M@ %;R

$/OXR#>1.  

Iraj: Ok Sir. Chashm ostaad t;C0:$HZ 3 890  

Teacher: Sorry, 

tomorrow I am busy. 

Could you come on 

day after tomorrow at 

10 am in the morning. 

Bebakhshin, fardaa 

saram solugh-e. 

mitawaani pas-farad 

sa’ate dah-e sub’h 

beyayi. 

3 890 :#V;9#03;A

Mj'd+ .,@ #oE#$%0'G

#uX`#23#?L 9#03;A

U OR.  

Iraj: Yes Sir. Thank 

you very much. 
Bale ostaad. Kheily 

mamnoonam. 
t;C0 :3 890#,dR .#,dO&

$%'/7@.  

Teacher: Ok. Wish you 

all the best. 
Khub. Moaffagh 

bashi 
3 890 :W'& .#wA'@

R,+ .  

Iraj: Once again I 

thank you sir. I beg 

you to leave. 

Mojaddadan 

tashakkor mikonam. 

Ba ejazaye Shomaa, 

Amri? farmayeshi? 

t;C0 :#;qHG#03.S@

,@ $/< . 7+#24 50#MR .

A#U;@0;,HC @.  

Teacher: It’s my 

pleasure. 
Khahish mikonam. 3 890 :,@#e^0'& $/<.  

Iraj: Bye Sir.  khodaa haafez ostaad. t;C0 :3 890#�A K#0.&.  

Teacher: Bye for now Felan Khodaa haafez 3 890 :#fPTA �A K#0.&.  

Iraj: Good morning 

Sir, may I come in? 
Iraj: sub’h bekhair 

ostaad, ejaze? 
t;C0 :#;O\R#uX`

3 890 .Y24 50  

Teacher: Good 

morning, please come 

in, how are you? 

Salam, befaryin? 

Chetorin? 
3 890 :VP9 .]C @;hR .

YU1'vZ 

Iraj. Thank you Sir. I 

am fine. 
Mamnoon ostaad, 

khubam. 
t;C0 :3 890#:'/7@ .

$R'&.  

Teacher: Ok, go ahead 

what you wanted to 

discuss? 

Khoob. Bego, dar 

baraye kudaam 

mas’ale mikhaasti 

sohbat koni?  

3 890 :W'& .'gR .#13

�1 R a@#V0.<�#Md

,@ #?Xl`#,890'&

Y,/< 
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18.5  EXERCISE-1 

English Transliteration Persian 

What is the view of 

Aristotle in this 

matter? 

Arastu darin bare 

che nazar daarad? 
#MZ#21 R#]C0#13#'v910

Y3103#;z% 

Has Is Ibne Sina  

composed poetry as 

well? 

Aayaa ibne sina 

ham she’r sorude? 
#;T+#$^# /O9#]R0# C"

Y23>;9 

How do you define 

poetry?  
Der nazare Shomaa 

she’r yani che? 
#,/TC#;T+# 7+#;z%#13

YMZ 

Have I to write a 

paper? 
Aayaa man ham 

bayed maghaleyi 

benewisam? 

.C R#$^#]@# C" M( N@ 

$aC'/R.  

Perfection needs 

practice. 
Maharat niaze be 

tamrin daarad. 
4 O%#i1 Q@ #MR ]C;7G 

3103.  

Does he really 

understand 

philosophy? 

Aayaa way falsafe 

mifahmad? 
,@#MhadA#U># C" Y.7QA  

Literature is a vast 

discipline. 
Adabyaat reshteye 

vasiee ast. 
#i OR30?90#,TO9>#y8+1  

He is a thinker. Way andishmand 

ast. 
?90#./7HC.%0#U>.  

18.6  EXERCISE-2 

Match the following:  

Racism  ;` T@#i OR30 

Marvelous  2./aC'% 

Contemporary literature ,( L 

Author ,89;E#30�% 

Lecture : @1 

University Md�a@ ,L 7850  

Poetry /+#21 89,9  

Social issues ;T+ 

Astronomy  2 gH%03 

Novel #,%0;/\9 

18.7  EXERCISE-3 

Translate in to English:  

Conversation 

Between Student 

and Teacher
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Transliteration Persian English 

Shomaa key hozoor 

daarid? 
Y.C103#1'�K#,<# 7+  

Key Shomaa tashreef 

miaawarid? 
#sC;HG# 7+#,<

,@ Y.C31>"  

 

Maghalaye Shomaa 

dar kudaam majalle 

chaap shude? 

( N@y #MdS@#V0.<#13# 7+

Y2.+#� Z 

 

Dar morede in mas’ale 

nazare Shomaa chiye? 
#]C0#31'@#13Md�a@ #;z%

YMOZ# 7+ 

 

Aayaa in ketaab raa 

khundid? 
Y.C.%'&#01#W 8<#]C0# C"  

Man kojaa beram? YV;R# S<#]@  

In she’r male kiye? ;T+#]C0 YMO<#= @   

 

 












